Medicine was integral to Robert Boyle's vision for natural philosophy. He saw medicine as "being a part, or an application of natural philosophy", and the amelioration of human life was one of the criteria directing his scientific programme: indeed, in a hitherto little-known memorandum dating from his later years, he even claimed that his famous pneumatical researches were inspired by the hope that they "might direct him in many usefull things for the Regiment of our health".1 Either directly or indirectly, a high proportion of Boyle's published output was concerned with medical subjects, and it is therefore appropriate that of late his medical concerns have begun to receive the attention that they deserve, after a long period in which the only available accounts of them were generalized and often rather patronizing.
matter, and in indicating his preoccupation with environmental influences on the human body, in which, as she points out, he significantly foreshadowed eighteenth-century developments. In all, Kaplan gives a good sense of the integrity of Boyle's medical concerns to his general natural philosophical programme.
On the other hand, in a relatively short book Kaplan was inevitably unable to get to the bottom of many aspects of this important subject. She offers disappointingly little detail on the actual-and often slightly surprising-content of Boyle's medical writings; his interest in a wide range of sometimes strange cures; and his receptiveness to the ideas of thinkers like J B van Helmont. Indeed, she displays a rather disquieting tendency to "modernize" Boyle which is at odds with recent developments in Boyle scholarship.4 In addition, although Kaplan makes some attempt to deploy evidence from Boyle's voluminous surviving manuscripts, she does so only in a rather partial way, failing to draw out the full significance of the material therein contained.
In this paper, I wish to make full use of relevant documents in the Boyle archive to give a definitive account of an aspect of Boyle's medical ideas which is more complex, and more revealing, than Kaplan implies. This is Boyle's concern with the actual practice of medicine, as against what might be described as medical science-the medical spin-offs of his broader scientific programme. The practice or "art" of medicine was the subject of intense debate at the time, and strongly entrenched views were held as to how it should be carried out and how it might be improved. Many continued to champion the traditional methodus medendi, which combined diagnosis according to principles derived from the writings of Galen with a therapy dominated by blood-letting and other forms of evacuation. But this had come under attack from a tradition of chemical medicine that had originated with Paracelsus in the early sixteenth century. Matters were further complicated by the extent to which this conflict between "learned" and "empirical" physic overlapped with bitter professional and institutional rivalry between physicians and apothecaries.5 In all, it was a highly controversial field, as Boyle was to discover to his cost.
In so far as Kaplan deals with such matters, she sees Boyle as adopting an eirenic position in such disputes. "Boyle's nonconfrontational demeanor (in person and in print) was legendary", she writes, and she sees him as "deliberately expressing his ideas on medicine with extreme caution and subtlety. He repeatedly reminded his readers that he was, after all, a layman, yet one who was anxious to make suggestions in the hope that professional physicians, who were more 'knowledgeable' about medical matters, might find them useful and be willing to expand upon them on their own".6 In this, she echoes a view of Boyle that has lately become commonplace, particularly through the influential writings of Steven Shapin, which present an image of Boyle as an intellectual strategist who loftily transcended disputes over professional demarcation and the like.7
In fact, however, this paper will argue that Boyle's relations with the medical profession were more ambivalent, and more troubling for him, than such views imply. I will argue that Kaplan's view that "Boyle sought accommodation, not revolution"8 ignores the extent to which this was a position forced on him, rather than adopted by choice. Indeed, the thrust of this paper is that Boyle was able to achieve less in the medical sphere than he would have liked, a state of affairs with significant implications for our understanding both of Boyle and his milieu.
The key evidence for this is a treatise on which Boyle worked over many years, in which he expressed strong and iconoclastic views about orthodox medical practice, with particular reference to the methodus medendi and how it could be improved. Ultimately, however, he suppressed it, and today only fragments of it survive among the Boyle Papers. Two scholars have come across one of these and quoted from it piecemeal-one of them Barbara Kaplan-but they have failed to understand its true significance due to ignorance of its context.9 In this paper, I intend to set out the evidence concerning this suppressed text in full, publishing the extant fragments of it, and utilizing other relevant material from among both Boyle's published and unpublished works to throw light on his motives and preoccupations, first in writing the piece and then in suppressing it.-In addition, as I will show, elucidation of this key episode throws new and important light on the origins of the medical works that Boyle did publish in his later years.
That Boyle wrote a work on the practice of medicine that he suppressed is confirmed by tantalising hints that he himself incorporated in his later publications on related topics. In the Discourse about the advantages of the use of simple medicines appended to his Of the reconcileableness of specific medicines to the corpuscular philosophy of 1685, he wrote: "I had once thoughts of drawing up a discourse of the difflculties of the medicinal art, and had divers materials by me for such a work, which afterwards I laid aside, for fear it should be misemployed to the prejudice of worthy physicians".10 A similar passage occurs in his 'Advertisement touching those Passages, that in this Book relate to the Art of Medicine' in his Experimenta & observationes physicae (1691), where he explains in similar terms how he began but abandoned such a work. Here, he presents it as a sequel that he was encouraged to write to the first section of the second book of his Some considerations touching the usefulness of experimental natural philosophy (1663), which was Boyle's most significant medical publication. A manuscript draft of the passage in question specifies how he was encouraged by the success of Usefulness "to think of inlarging the next Edition of my Book, by offering some Proposals towards the improvement of most of the several parts of Physick". However, he went on to explain how the attitude of certain doctors meant that he "laid aside the papers I had written in reference to the physician's art", and instead "suffered myself without much violence to be diverted to other studies more suitable to my inclinations, as well as to my condition".11
As will be noted, these remarks imply that the treatise in question would have been substantially concerned with medical practice. It is important to note that it would thus have been rather different from the writings that Boyle actually published, which dealt with medical science more generally. Apart from the medical sections of his Usefulness of natural philosophy and Experimenta & observationes physicae, and his Of the reconcileablness of specific medicines to the corpuscular philosophy, that have already been referred to, these were his Memoirs for the natural history of humane blood (1684) and his Medicina hydrostatica: or hydrostaticks applied to the materia medica (1690) (as we will see, there is also a significant medical component in Boyle's more theoretical Free enquiry into the vulgarly receiv'd notion of nature (1686)). The significance of the contrast between the subject matter of these mainly later books and the suppressed work will be explored in the course of this paper. The result, it is hoped, will be to throw fresh light both on Boyle's intellectual personality, and on the relations between science and medicine in his period.
Boyle's Usefulness of Natural Philosophy and its Aftermath
Our story must begin with the book to which, as Boyle stated, the suppressed work was an intended sequel, the medical section of his well-known treatise on the utility of natural philosophy: the first section of the second part of this, 'Of its usefulness to physick', published in 1663, had been written during the late 1650s.12 This vast compendium more or less explicitly divulges the themes of all Boyle's subsequent writings on medical topics. Its organizing theme (as its title suggests) was the utility of scientific knowledge to medicine, and this was illustrated in a sequence of essays dealing with the traditional five parts of the medical "institutes"-"physiological", "pathological", "semeiotical", "hygienial" and "therapeutical"-in other words, the way in which medicine was subdivided in textbooks of the day.
Around this framework, Boyle hung a vast quantity of material, often of a quite miscellaneous kind. Thus the work is full of profusely-recounted examples of the use to medicine of scientific findings and techniques: the dissection of non-human carcases, chemical distillations and amalgams, and the theory of corpuscularianism which could explain both the expected and the unexpected in nature.13 An work was its divulging of a vast number of medical recipes which Boyle had come across and had tried out, reflecting both the anxiety about his health which he felt from the early 1650s onwards, and the enthusiasm for self-medication that he shared with many members of the landed classes in early modem England-even if, characteristically, he took such practices much further than most. 14 Every section of The usefulness of natural philosophy contains a mass of such information collected from a wide range of sources, learned and unlearned, which Boyle justified as valuable in its own right and which apparently went down well with the book's readers, as Boyle's subsequent references to it testify. 15 Moreover this side of the work reached a climax in its book-length appendix, which Boyle mainly devoted to the exposition of three novel and effective remedies, spirit of hartshorn, balsam of sulphur, and a copper compound known as Ens veneris.16
In addition, Boyle could hardly avoid taking up a position in the virulent debate then raging between Galenic and chemical physicians. Since the empiricism of natural philosophers like himself was frequently seen as allying them to empirics in medicine, Boyle was under some obligation to define his own position on the issue. In this work, he presents himself as a "naturalist"-"well versed both in chymical experiments, and in anatomy, and the history of diseases, without being too much addicted either to the chymists notions, or to the received opinions of physicians"-consciously attempting to pursue an intermediate position. For instance, in a lengthy passage "concerning the curableness of all diseases", he sought to show that the two sides were to some extent at cross purposes, and that a recognition of this might "conduce much to reconcile the two opinions, if not the parties that maintain them". Both here and elsewhere in the work, passages critical of Galenic practice were balanced by others equally critical of "the chymists", since Boyle wished to make it clear that he was as hostile to uninformed empiricism as he was to narrow Galenism.17
The result was that, on the issue ofjust where he stood on what was desirable in medical practice, the book is somewhat equivocal (quite apart from the extent to which its rather chaotic format neutralized any potential polemical thrust). Essentially Boyle argued for a medical pluralism, the implication of his provision of the vast store of information that the book contained being that traditional medical practice was imperfect and could usefully be supplemented, both from knowledge and techniques deriving from natural philosophy, and from the use of medications such as those that he retailed. But he went out of his way to stress that his aim was to supplement existing knowledge and practice, not to replace it. Throughout, passages stating that medicine was imperfect and that there was as yet much to be learnt were interspersed by others reassuring conservatives that he was not threatening the values they stood for, and that information derived from natural 14 philosophy could be seen as tangential to the core doctrines on which their practice was based. Even when, at one point, he screwed himself up to write: "it would be worth an impartial disquisition, whether, since the methodus medendi ought to be grounded on, and accommodated to, the doctrine of diseases, the new anatomical discoveries formerly mentioned, and others not yet published, do not, by innovating divers things in pathology, require some alterations and amendments in the methodus medendi?", his response was that "in this particular, I dare yet affirm nothing".'8 In addition, in this work as later, Boyle included passages explaining why he, who was not a doctor, was intervening in the medical sphere: "I am far from pretending to be a doctor in that faculty", he wrote near the start, and he reverted to this theme towards the end, explaining that he was precluded from the practice of medicine by his youth and status. Moreover, this need to account for the fact that a non-doctor was writing on medical subjects also recurs in the prefatory comments of Boyle ingenuity there is in this Citation, as he has mangled it". Professing an intimate acquaintance with Boyle and his laboratory (which is in fact hard to substantiate), Twysden stressed that, to his knowledge, Boyle was "a Scholar and Valuer of Learning", lacking in "that arrogance and pride of his Own Knowledge above Others" which he saw as characteristic of Nedham and his ilk. 25 In fact, such views formed the basis of what became the leading public response of the medical establishment, building on precedents going back to the Interregnum, when the College of Physicians had been likened to Francis Bacon's "Solomon's House".26 It was claimed that it was learned physicians who were in the forefront of responsible innovation in medicine; that men of this kind had made breakthroughs in understanding the working of the human body, stemming from Harvey's discovery of the circulation of the blood; that they routinely used chemical remedies when these were appropriate; but that all of this formed part of a commitment to the traditional rules of regimen, without which any attempt at medical practice was defective. The second copy is much later: it is in the hand of Robin Bacon, who worked for Boyle from the 1670s onwards. Its date is suggested by its context, since it is juxtaposed with the list of "Heads" for Boyle's Memoirs for the natural history of humane blood, which was published in 1684, having been prepared for publication over the previous few years. 36 Unlike the earlier version, this has no alterations made during composition, suggesting that it is a copy of a text written previously. In content, it differs from the earlier version in two main respects (the wording of the title is also slightly different). First, it is more spare: whereas the earlier version supplements the main headings by giving details of the data that Boyle was going to bring to bear to make his case, this limits itself to the heads themselves; it also omits the introductory section summarized in the earlier draftpresumably because Boyle saw this as tangential to its main thrust-and goes straight to the main points of the treatise. On the other hand, this version differs from the earlier one in including two extra headings, presumably added after the earlier one had been compiled, since there is no evidence that that is incomplete.37 In view of the fact that it seems to supersede the other in terms of ground covered, this version will be quoted As will be seen, the work was pitched as an aggressive and quite comprehensive assault on established medical practice as epitomized in the concept of the methodus medendi, in other words the core of traditional teaching on health care which still dominated medicine in Boyle's day: Boyle calls this "vulgar" in the sense of "commonplace".40 In this text, Boyle abandons the balance that he had attempted to achieve in The usefulness of natural philosophy, instead showing an aggressiveness which is quite at odds with the conciliatory image presented by Barbara Kaplan. It might perhaps be thought that this directness is a reflection of the fact that what we have is simply a list of headings, and that if Boyle had written it up the directness would have disappeared under the weight of his convoluted 39 prose. However, this may be tested by attention to what are evidently two surviving sections of the text of the treatise. These are printed below as Appendices 2 and 3, and the latter, especially, shows that-abnormally-Boyle carried the confrontational tone of the synopsis through into the text as well.i' Appendix 2, a document presented as a letter endorsed with a title echoing that of the synopses already cited-'Considerations About the received Galenicall Methodus Medendi'-apparently forms the introduction and may well be contemporaneous with the 1660s synopsis, though it could be later.42 Some of the points it makes are qualificatory prolegomena, concerned with making it clear that, though attacking Galenic principles, Boyle was not advocating pure empiricism, which-now as earlier in Usefulness-he considered equally undesirable. To that extent it might be seen as weakening the force of Boyle's critique. But these points are succinctly stated, and are followed by a robust summary of the essence of his position. In it, he contrasts his own reservations about the received method with the position of those who saw it as "so well grounded, so safe, & in a word so good" that its "excellency & compleatness" rendered any input from other sources superfluous. The text ends before Boyle had got very far with his argument: the fact that it breaks off at the top of a page may suggest that it was never completed.
The further surviving section of text, printed in Appendix 3, is even more directly and strongly worded. This is to be found in a notebook which Boyle kept c. 1680, and is written in the hand of his amanuensis Hugh Greg.43 Since the text is full of corrections and alterations (and is rather hastily written towards the end), it was clearly in process of composition at that time. This lengthy passage takes up one specific theme referred to in the synopsis and elaborates it at length, namely the issue of whether orthodox therapy was in fact as safe-or the alternatives as dangerous-as its protagonists claimed. It is a remarkable document, showing a notable sarcasm in developing its theme, and with typically Boylian instances derived from his and his acquaintances' experience deployed in a highly effective way.
To the argument that such therapy was sanctioned by long usage, Boyle answered that such longevity would be valid if it were matched by success: "But if on the contrary it appear, that it has been oftentimes unable to cure the Patients, & divers times has made them worse than it found them; I do not think that in such Cases Prescription, how immemorial soever, can be rationally boasted of'. After giving various examples of conditions in which the accepted treatment was harmful rather than beneficial, the text continues-like the 1660s synopsis-by accusing physicians of exercising undue timidity in acute diseases, when patients "might perhaps have been sav'd by a seasonable & vigorous, tho hazardous, Attempt: And when in such Cases it is pleaded that the Course 41 Other sections of text that could conceivably be 42 It is in a scribal hand. That it dates from the related to the lost work are BP 18, fols. 8-10 (in the 1660s is suggested by the appearance of passages hand of Bacon); and BP 38, fol. 14 (in a hand which apparently in the same hand in the collection of data may be that of Frederic Slare). It which was taken was safe; it may be answer'd, that it was so indeed for the Physician, but not for the Patient: the former loosing little or no reputation, whilst the latter looses his life". Echoing a concern for the indigent seen both in The usefulness of natural philosophy and in the collection of recipes that he prepared in his later years,44 Boyle wrote: "When a poor Patient lyes sick of a dangerous Disease, the aim of his recourse to a Physician is, to be cur'd by him, or at lest to be reliev'd. But if he desir'd no more than that the Physician should do him no hurt, his surest course were not to send to a Physician at all; For then he need not fear to be killd by him". More generally, Boyle was critical of the supposed safeness of the so-called "Generous Remedies" of the methodus medendi, particularly bleeding and purging, which "are sure to weaken or discompose when they are imploy'd but do not certainly cure afterwards". Here, Boyle invoked the "comparative" argument mentioned in his synopsis, pointing out that bleeding was not used in China: indeed, he noted how "the most part of the Chymists of differing Sects agree in this, that the Blood is the Balsom of Life, & that 'tis dangerous to deprive a Patient of it, unless perhaps in some extraordinary & very urgent Cases". Hence, though he acknowledged that there were circumstances in which bleeding and purging could be valuable, he illustrated the ease with which such practices were overdone by citing the case of a doctor who killed himself by excessive phlebotomy, also instancing the harmful side-effects of commonly used emetics and purgatives, particularly if given to patients "for whose Natures they are unfit".
It is worth pausing at this point to assess the significance of this text. In terms of its content, there is much overlap between the projected work and Usefulness, which deals with many of its themes at greater or lesser length.45 What is different, however, is the way in which they are treated. In part, this is because this text has as its raison d'e'tre a singleminded critique of Galenic medicine: in Usefulness, by contrast, Boyle's argument was more for open-mindedness on the part of Galenic physicians, a positive condemnation of their practices being never more than implicit. Equally significant is the contrast with the manner in which the argument is put even in such passages in Usefulness as overlap with the subject matter of 'Some Considerations & Doubts', since the treatment there is anecdotal and discursive, lacking the edge of the later work.
Take, for instance, the account of the excessive languidness of the so-called generous remedies in Appendix 3 below, and compare the equivalent passage in Usefulness. Boyle is here much more direct than he had been earlier: though Usefulness includes a sarcastic aside about how patients "had not rather be methodically killed, than empirically cured", this forms part of a more digressive passage which lacks the bite of the suppressed work.46 By contrast, 'Some Considerations & Doubts' has a real power, as befits its polemical 44 See Hunter, op. cit., note 17 above, esp. pp. discoveries, 241 on Galenic v. chemical remedies, 256-7.
241-2 on doctors failing to use specifics properly, 45 E.g. Boyle, op. cit., note 1 above, vol. 2, pp.
and passim on the need for a broader rationale than 85f. on poisons (cf. also BP 18, fols. 8-9, and Boyle, the Galenic one, which meant that remedies were op. cit., note 1 above, vol. 5, pp. 79, 82-3), 161f. on dismissed out of hand rather than empirically tested non-European medical practice (cf. BP 18, fol. 10), (cf. BP 38, fol. 14, and Boyle, op. cit., note 1 above, 185 on disagreements among doctors, 193 on the vol. 5, p. 75).
need for medicine to take account of new purpose. Even when dealing with as complex a matter as the differing circumstances in which forebearance from bleeding might or might not be beneficial, it makes far less of an attempt at balance than had comparable sections of Usefulness. Indeed, its directness arguably has something in common with the texts that Boyle wrote at the climax of his "literary" phase in the late 1640s, before he turned to science and discovered the fascination with particulars which often wreaks havoc on his mature style.47 Abnormally, here the mature Boyle speaks with real passion, evidently because he felt strongly that medicine was an area where tough action was needed to overcome inbred obfuscation for the benefit of his fellow men. In this text we have, not just a lost work by Boyle, but a different type of work from most of his mature treatises, more aggressively concerned with the world of affairs, and less preoccupied by intellectual issues. Unfortunately, at this point this draft, too, ends. What is crucial about it, however, is the clarity with which it distinguishes between two sections of the materials offered to Trallianus, one which "did more directly & nearly concern the practise of Physick", which is presumably to be identified as 'Some Considerations & Doubts', and the other material "more remotely & less directly tending to Practise", which is perhaps to be linked to the papers relating to anatomy and medication referred to in Boyle's letter to Oldenburg of 17 October 1667 and the inventories of 1677 and 1684. Further light on the second section is provided by yet another list of "the things by me suggested or recommended to Trallianus" which survives and which need not be transcribed here since it has already been published by Barbara Kaplan (though she fails to comment on the fact that it is addressed to Trallianus, and hence its connection with the other documents noted here).72 What is interesting is that this tends to confirm the link between the more "scientific" part of Boyle's agenda for Trallianus and the research that Boyle had done in the 1660s, including the material on human blood, urine and other bodily fluids that Boyle had executed in conjunction with Locke and others; in addition, "The Chymico-mechanical Examen, or History, of several Aliments, whether Solid or Liquid" there referred to could relate to the papers on the materia medica listed in the inventories.
What is equally significant is that we seem here to As already noted, the subject matter of Medicina hydrostatica clearly echoes one of the topics in the later version of the headings of 'Some Considerations & Doubts', namely that "our Methodists" had failed properly to examine the materia medica, and in particular that they had not investigated means "of discovering genuinenes or adulterations of Drugs & Medicins whether natural or factitious". It was to this that Medicina hydrostatica was devoted, illustrating the value of knowledge of the specific gravity of substances precisely for this purpose. Interestingly, Boyle also planned a sequel, the theme of which was specified in the 1684 inventory: this would have been entitled Medicina chromatica and would similarly have illustrated the value of colour tests.75 Indeed, what is apparently a draft introduction to this work echoes the apologies we have already encountered in explaining how it was "but a part of a much larger Discourse about <things> relating to the materia medica that I had design'd & more than begun", his plans for which had been thwarted by "Cross Accidents".76
What is more, it seems likely that Boyle had the idea of including a postscript in the published version of Medicina hydrostatica which would have given some information about the abortive larger work of which it was originally intended to form a part, but that at the last minute he changed his mind. As a result, the preface tantalisingly refers to an inclusion that is not in fact present. In the preface, Boyle explained how the essay was in my first intention, but a large fragment of a greater work: whereof an account is given in the letter to a friend, (that is premised to a paper annexed to the following essay) which (letter) having been 73 If this may seem up-beat, however, other comments show Boyle's awareness that the fact that he was not a professional doctor placed him at a disadvantage: indeed, this is suggested even by the ancillary references that Shapin cites at the relevant point in his study, though he appears not to perceive the conflict between them and the line he there takes.86 There were two reasons for Boyle's disquiet. One was that he might legitimately feel that doctors had a discrete professional sphere that deserved respect and from which he was excluded. As he put it most tellingly in Humane blood, "Having resided for many years last past in a place so well furnished with learned physicians as London is, I was careful to decline the occasions of entrenching upon their profession".87 The same point comes across equally strongly in the passage quoted at the start of this paper in which he stated that he suppressed his polemic when he discovered that some doctors were "not well pleased, that a person not of their profession should offer to meddle with it, though with a design of advancing it". Interestingly, the draft version phrases this even more strongly: "it would be unwelcom to some, whom I had no disposition to contend with that their Art should be as they would be thought to judge, invaded by a Person that was not of their profession".88
Apart from the significance of such demarcation in its own right, the fact that Boyle was not a professional doctor meant that he lacked opportunities which physicians had. Concerning the study of human blood he thus complained how "being no professed physician, I had not the opportunities of examining that of sick persons molested with particular diseases, (which yet would much conduce to a complete history of the blood)", elsewhere commenting on the difference between physicians and "I, whose condition exempted me As these remarks show, there was a negative side to the demarcation which has hitherto been overlooked, suggesting that Boyle was less of a self-conscious strategist in such matters than an evaluation like Shapin's implies.90 Rather, he was forced to make the best of a situation which was not altogether as he wished. Both the evidence about the suppression of his own book and the convoluted stratagem involving "Trallianus" that has been outlined here reveal that issues of demeanour and demarcation had a significant restrictive effect on Boyle, inhibiting him from making public strongly-held views which he thought might have been of widespread public benefit.
Yet what is paradoxical is that Boyle had expressed similar views in Usefulness: his comments there about the fact that he was not a professional physician similarly range from the ambivalent to the negative, as where he noted how the "more critical and severer sort of readers" might think it "impertinent for me, who do not profess to be a physician, to treat prolixly of matters medicinal".91 Yet this had not dissuaded him from the mild barbs against orthodox practice to be found in that work, or the direct assault represented by its sequel.
The same is true of a related argument that one would have expected to weigh heavily with as conscientious a man as Boyle, namely that the sheer complexity of medical issues made it difficult to lay down the law on such matters. As he explained in his essay on Simple medicines, "I am as sensible as another of the almost insuperable difficulty of making any certain experiments in physick"; hence he warned that too much reliance should not be placed on the medicines that he advocated "till they have been more competently tried, than perhaps some of them, for want of opportunity, have been; and administered to patients of differing complexions, ages, and other circumstances".92 Yet, here again, he had already made a similar point in Usefulness, where he wrote: "as I By the end of that decade, these polemics had subsided, which might explain why Boyle returned to work on the book at that point. But the London medical community remained a source of potential disquiet, and matters were further complicated by the revival of the regulatory activity of the College of Physicians in the 1670s and 1680s, in the rather reactionary political climate of those years, in contrast to the more relaxed state of affairs that had prevailed since the Interregnum.96 This had the effect of accentuating the polarisation between "learned" and "empirical" physic, and hence of making Boyle's attack on Galenic physicians appear to ally him more closely with their empirical rivals than he might have liked.
In addition, Boyle might have noted the mixed reception in medical circles of the books giving closely-observed accounts of illnesses and their treatment which were published in these years by his neighbour in Pall Mall, Thomas Sydenham, notably his Observationes medicae of 1676 (though it is perhaps worth noting that Boyle nowhere explicitly refers to Sydenham in his own writings).97 Such considerations might have reinforced a sense on Boyle's part-even as he went back to work on the text-that matters were more complicated than his outspoken attack on the accepted practice of physic implied. He may also have been aware that the methodus medendi was itself changing to a greater extent than his frontal assault on it acknowledged.98 Moreover, he may increasingly have come to feel that, for all his reservations about about Galenic principles, it was problematic that he could not offer a complete alternative system as against a series of piecemeal expedients for medical change.
A further factor relates to Boyle's overall personal and intellectual evolution. Though he had always been self-conscious about his writings and had been in the forefront of attempts to As will be seen, though this interesting document opens with a robust summary of the themes of Boyle's suppressed polemic, it then moves to other points which had not appeared there. One of these, no. 5, is quite new, having appeared neither in 'Some Considerations & Doubts' nor in The usefulness ofnatural philosophy. It may well reflect Boyle's concern at the revival of the regulatory activity of the College of Physicians which has already been referred to: indeed, this passage might even be taken as suggesting that this was a factor encouraging Boyle to return to the book for his second bout of work on it at this time. More significant, however, are the final two points, since these display an ambivalence absent from 'Some Considerations & Doubts', reverting to the kind of attempted balance between the virtues of learned and empirical practice that had been in evidence in Usefulness, and perhaps indicating the direction in which Boyle's mind was moving at this time.
Two further documents are interesting, partly because they echo this, and partly because they show a special concern about Boyle's reputation. In the latter regard, they have something in common with the opening paragraph of the introduction to 'Some Considerations & Doubts' printed in Appendix 2: indeed, though that may date from the 1660s, it could be later, hence explaining its somewhat retrospective and slightly apologetic tone. It lays particular stress on the need to protect Boyle's reputation by helping the person to whom it is addressed "to discern, how (The comment about the poor is puzzling. In fact, Boyle thought that orthodox medicine did insufficient to help the poor;"15 hence either he was imputing to his critics a very caricatured view of his opinions, or the passage is garbled, with some words omitted before "to the poorer sort"-"for its failure to help", for instance. Either way, this may explain why Boyle abandoned the draft so quickly.)
Lastly At this point the draft breaks off. Yet the extant portion has some interesting themes, in many ways recapitulating the dilemma that Boyle faced in deciding what to do about his opinions on medicine. Like the texts previously cited, it suggests that Boyle was concerned about the reputation that he had acquired for being hostile to doctors. Its heavy stress on the dependence of medicine on natural philosophy echoes the treatises of the 1680s referred to in the last section (as also, of course, The usefulness of natural philosophy). It also bears some similarity to the stance that Boyle had adopted in Usefulness in that, although it contains some barbed comments about the relative merits of empirics and learned doctors (which, taken out of context, could be taken to illustrate his hostility to learned physic), it is almost self-effacing concerning Boyle's perception of the imperfections of the methodus medendi. It also hastens to reassure the recipient of Boyle's personal esteem for many doctors, a further factor discouraging him from a frontal assault on their profession. Indeed, though it breaks off too soon to be sure of this, the implication is that it was going to be mainly devoted to illustrating Boyle's positive evaluation of the medical establishment.
These documents leave one in no doubt that Boyle found the whole issue a difficult one. On the one hand, he was aware of the defects of the received methodus medendi; he must also have been aware of the power that a frontal attack on it from as influential a man as him would have had: the almost fawning use of his work by Marchamont Nedham in the 1660s cannot have left him in any doubt about this.135 On the other hand, Boyle must also 130 Followed by Grounds deleted. Five words later, to is followed by think deleted. Two words after that, ofis followed by the opin... Minde deleted.
131 Comma replaces & deleted. 132 Replacing <in his full> deleted. -4) ; it also has a promotional 'To the Reader' by Marchamont Nedham, which he claims that he wrote at the prompting of an unnamed "Gentleman" who, from Nedham's description of him, could very well be Boyle: "Should I name that Learned Person, there is none of the most stiff Philosophers of the Time, but would perhaps bow the Head at the bare mention of his Name" (sig. b4v). On the other hand, matters are complicated in this case by Boyle's hostility to the acid-alcali theory which Sylvius espoused: see Marie Boas, 'Acid and aLkali in seventeenth-century chemistry', Arch. Int. Hist. Sci., 1956, 34: 13-28.
have been acutely aware of the damage that an outspoken attack by him could have done to a learned profession for many of whose members he had considerable respect. Above all, Boyle was scrupulously concerned to be fair. At the end of the day, his scrupulousness made him a bad polemicist. The powerful but somewhat one-sided view of orthodox therapy given by the documents printed in the Appendices undoubtedly reflects one face of Boyle's ideas; but, in the end, it was only the more ambivalent view seen in his published writings that he felt able to print.
Hence, the new material presented in this paper should help us to achieve a better understanding both of Boyle and of his role in relation to the medical practice of his day. In the first place, we see that the persona of natural philosopher that he adopted in contradistinction to the role of a professional doctor was not quite as serene as such authors as Steven Shapin make it appear. In fact, Boyle's relations with the medical profession were ambivalent and problematic for him. Indeed, here we see a further aspect of the troubled Boyle that I have depicted in other writings, which in my view makes better sense of the evidence from this sphere of his activities as from others.136 Equally important, this material illustrates that Boyle's career as a medical writer is less straightforward than is depicted by Barbara Kaplan. In fact, the self-consciously distanced stance that Boyle presented in his medical publications of the 1680s grew out of an intermediate phase when he considered an aggressive line that he felt unable to sustain. This is all the more poignant because of Kaplan's conclusion that Boyle's impact was more limited than it might have been partly because of his failure to express his views more robuktly.137 Ironically, as the unexpectedly sharp tone of the documents presented here shows, Boyle himself would have agreed with her evaluation that a more direct approach was required. Yet we understand Boyle better for learning that, characteristically, he could not bring himself to publish so one-sided a view of the issues involved and hence suppressed it.
136 See above, note 90. 137 Kaplan, op. cit., note 3 above, pp. 167f., esp. 
